
THE MAIN FEATURES OF OZONE AND ITS IMPORTANCE

Ozone is a gas in the atmosphere that protects everything living on the Earth from harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays from the
Sun. Without the layer of ozone in the.

The Arctic stratosphere cooled slightly since , but scientists are currently unsure of the cause. Likewise, as
long as ozone is being created at the same rate that it is being destroyed, the total amount of ozone will remain
the same. After a few years, air in the stratosphere returns to the troposphere, bringing along reactive halogen
gases. Image by Jesse Allen The Variable Arctic Although many global scale models agree with each other
and with observations on the future of ozone recovery, most regional scale models do not agree. Atmospheric
motions drive the year-to-year temperature changes. The amount and distribution of ozone molecules in the
stratosphere varies greatly over the globe. Fortunately, chlorine atoms do not remain in the stratosphere
forever. Ozone depletion by halogen source gases occurs globally. An upset in the ozone balance can have
serious consequences for life on Earth, as scientists are finding evidence that changes are occurring in ozone
levels - the "bad" tropospheric ozone is increasing in the air we breathe, and the "good" stratospheric ozone is
decreasing in our protective ozone layer. Ozone was discovered in laboratory experiments in the mid- s.
Future NASA missions, starting with the Aura satellite, will improve our understanding of the links between
global climate change and ozone chemistry. Especially at the tropopause where the troposphere meets the
stratosphere , we don't know enough. Most air molecules are either oxygen O2 or nitrogen N2 molecules.
Chemical reactions on the surfaces of ice crystals in the clouds release active forms of CFCs. In addition,
subsequent contributions, reviews, or comments were provided by the following individuals: Ross J. It can
cause corrosion of stones, building materials, metals and other painted surfaces. I was wondering whether or
not the cooling in the stratosphere would be rapid enough that more ozone depletion would take place than we
had previously calculated. Once in the stratosphere, halogen source gases are chemically converted to reactive
halogen gases by ultraviolet radiation from the Sun. Learn how and when to remove this template message
The thickness of the ozone layer varies worldwide and is generally thinner near the equator and thicker near
the poles. This reaction happens over and over again, allowing a single atom of chlorine to act as a catalyst,
destroying many molecules of ozone. Dutton, James W. The position of the double bond can be located in the
original unsaturated molecule by this reaction. Although it represents only a tiny fraction of the atmosphere,
ozone is crucial for life on Earth. Furthermore, UV radiation increases the rate of evaporation from a surface
through the surface of stomata. Suggested Videos radioactive pollution effects and control control of soil
pollution Ozone Have you seen the air or water purifier? Oltmans, Nigel D. Chemical Properties of Ozone
Decomposition Ozone is an unstable compound. The ozone layer extends over the entire globe with some
variation in altitude and thickness. Bombarded by the sun's ultraviolet energy, CFC molecules break up and
release chlorine atoms. Would the cooling be so fast that even more ozone depletion would occur before the
impact of international agreements to limit ozone had time to take effect? It has been estimated that the ozone
layer will recover to levels near the middle of the 21st century. Manney, C. In even more specific context, this
can also name the non-radical singlet ground state, whereas the diradical state is named trioxidanediyl. It is
thermodynamically an unstable compound and has a tendency to decompose into molecular oxygen.


